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Abstract: The Great Andromeda Galaxy (M31) is the nexus of the near-far galaxy evolution
connection and a principal data point for near-field cosmology. Due to its proximity (∼ 780 kpc),
M31 can be resolved into individual stars like the Milky Way (MW). Unlike the MW, we have the
advantage of a global view of M31, enabling M31 to be observed with techniques that also apply
to more distant galaxies. Moreover, recent evidence suggests that M31 may have survived a major
merger within the last several Gyr, shaping the morphology of its stellar halo and triggering a
starburst, while leaving the stellar disk largely intact. The MW and M31 thus provide
complementary opportunities for in-depth studies of the disks, halos, and satellites of L∗ galaxies.
Our understanding of the M31 system will be transformed in the 2020s if they include wide field
facilities for both photometry (HST-like sensitivity and resolution) and spectroscopy (10 m class
telescope, > 1 deg2 field, highly multiplexed, R ∼ 3000 – 6000). We focus here on the power of
these facilities to constrain the past, present, and future merger history of M31, via
chemo-dynamical analyses and star formation histories of phase-mixed stars accreted at early
times, as well as stars in surviving tidal debris features, M31’s extended disk, and intact satellite
galaxies that will eventually be tidally incorporated into the halo. This will yield an
unprecedented view of the hierarchical formation of the M31 system and the subhalos that built it
into the L∗ galaxy we observe today.
Reconstructing M31’s Merger History
Stellar halos encode a galaxy’s merger history as well as its earliest stages of star formation.
ΛCDM hydrodynamical simulations predict that halos are built from both stars accreted during
mergers and those formed in the host. Yet the relative contributions of these formation avenues
remain observationally unconstrained, as do the luminosity function and time of infall of accreted
satellite galaxies. This motivates efforts to constrain them in M31.
Measuring M31’s Recent Accretion History A wealth of structures have been discovered through-
out the M31 system, primarily through star count maps derived from contiguous imaging [sum-
marized by 22]. These photometric observations, reaching ∼ 3 magnitudes below the tip of the
red giant branch (RGB) and covering > 400 deg2, provide lower limits for the luminosity of re-
cently accreted satellites, via estimates of the luminosity of individual substructures. Tentative
connections between substructures have also been surmised: McConnachie et al. [22] estimate
that at least five accretion events in the last 3 – 4 Gyr are required to produce the 13 most distinc-
tive substructures. Meanwhile, comparisons with simulations have suggested that a recent M31
accretion event may have been a massive merger, generating M31’s largest substructure [the Gi-
ant Stellar Stream (GSS)], along with additional substructure in M31’s inner regions.
Line-of-sight velocities provide a crucial additional observational dimension for determining
connections between substructures and constraining orbits of progenitors. However, the small
field of view (∼ 0.02 deg2) of the best available instrumentation has limited such studies to pencil
beam surveys (Fig. 1), resulting in only a few hundred stars observed in the GSS and its asso-
ciated debris, and tens of stars or fewer in fainter features. Thus, connections between most of
M31’s substructures remain ambiguous.
A wide field of view (& 1 deg2), highly multiplexed (several thousand targets), medium reso-
lution (∼ 3000 – 6000) spectrograph on an 8 – 10 m class telescope in the northern hemisphere
will fundamentally change our understanding of M31’s stellar halo and the substructures within.
Such a facility could perform a contiguous, magnitude-limited, spectroscopic mapping of M31’s
stellar halo. Line-of-sight kinematics along the full length of tidal debris features will differenti-
ate related and unrelated structures, reveal faint, undetected substructure [e.g., 13, 15] and resolve
spatially overlapping streams indistinguishable in star count maps [Fig. 2; e.g., 20, 14].
Mean proper motions and precision distances of individual substructures will also be mea-
sureable in the 2020s (with HST, JWST and WFIRST). Combined with spatially resolved line of
sight velocities and dispersions, and contiguous resolved star count maps, this will yield strin-
gent 6D phase-space constraints on orbital modelling. This will provide an accurate count of the
number of unique surviving substructures in the stellar halo of M31 (and M33), yielding true es-
timates, rather than lower limits, of the number, luminosities, and time of first disruptive pericen-
tric passage for M31 satellites destroyed within the last several Gyr.
Ancient Star Formation Histories of Destroyed Satellites Only 10% of the stellar mass in
M31’s stellar halo (27< R <150 kpc) is in the tidal debris features discussed above: 86% of the
stellar mass is in either amorphous substructure (59%) or a “smooth” component (27%), with the
remaining 4% in surviving satellites [22]. Global properties of stellar halos in cosmological sim-
ulations have been shown to quantitatively correlate with properties such as the halo formation
time, the total mass of accreted stars, and the time since the last major merger [e.g., 24]. This has
enabled inferences regarding M31’s ancient accretion history based on observables such as M31’s
halo surface brightness and metallicity profiles [e.g., 15, 16]. Furthermore, the latest generation
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Figure 1: Left panel: Surface density of red giant branch (RGB) stars in the M31 system [from
PAndAS; Fig. 11 from 22]. Overlaid are all spectroscopic slitmasks observed to date with the
DEIMOS spectrograph, which required over 120 nights of observing on the Keck II telescope,
while still covering less than 2.5% of the area within 150 kpc. Right panel: Example tiling strat-
egy for an M31 survey with the proposed Mauna Kea Spectroscopic Explorer (MSE), covering
a contiguous area of the halos of M31 and M33 out to ∼ one-half and one-third the virial radii.
MSE will have the wide field of view (1.5 deg2), high multiplexing (several thousand fibers),
10 m class mirror, and high throughput needed for chemo-dynamical studies of RGB stars in
M31’s stellar halo. A magnitude-limited, spectroscopic census of every RGB candidate in the
outer regions (∼ 40 – 150 kpc; 350 deg2) of M31’s halo would require ∼ 150 nights, while a cen-
sus of the high density inner regions (40 deg2), with an abundance of bright targets, would only
require ∼ 15 nights (MSE Science Reference Observations). Given a telescope dedicated to spec-
troscopic surveys, this could be reasonably achieved within a survey duration of 5 – 10 calendar
years, comparable to the duration over which the contiguous photometric imaging was obtained.
of hydrodynamical simulations can follow the chemical enrichment of halo progenitors down to
masses as low as 106M for hundreds of M31 analogues, providing opportunities to quantita-
tively compare M31’s stellar halo with suites of simulated accretion histories. However, we lack
the data to confirm any hypotheses derived from such comparisons.
Transformational progress in determining the origin of the majority of M31’s stellar halo
mass can be made in the next decade with the combination of large-scale chemical abundance
measurements and imaging of stars below the old main sequence turnoff (oMSTO). Both pro-
vide estimates of the ancient star formation history (SFH). High-metallicity ([Fe/H]) stars form in
environments with significant past star formation, such as massive, efficiently star-forming satel-
lites. Stars with high [α/Fe] ratios form in regions enriched by massive, α-rich supernovae, but
not yet enriched by low-mass, Fe-rich supernovae. Satellites that fell in and quenched early on
will have truncated SFHs and high [α/Fe]. Resolved stellar imaging below the oMSTO provides
a direct measure of the age and metallicity distribution of stars. This has been achieved with Hub-
ble for a handful of isolated lines of sight in M31’s stellar halo. WFIRST will provide similar res-
olution and sensitivity as HST, but with a field of view nearly 100 times larger, enabling oMSTO
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Figure 2: Left panel: Spectroscopic observations provide line of sight stellar velocity distri-
butions, providing crucial phase-space constraints for modelling the interactions that produce
tidal debris features. Moreover, they can reveal faint substructures not identified in resolved stel-
lar imaging and resolve spatially overlapping streams. Right panel: Locations of all Hubble
imaging to the depth of the old main sequence turnoff in M31, with associated color-magnitude
diagrams and star formation histories [showing the relative weighting of the stellar population in
metallicity and age; 1, 2]. M31’s stellar halo is not uniformly old, with a significant population of
intermediate-age stars in some sight lines. The fidelity of the SFHs at the largest halo distances
are limited by the number of stars available in HST’s small field of view. WFIRST’s much larger
field of view will enable analogous, spatially contiguous star formation history studies to be
performed over a significant portion of M31’s inner halo.
studies of M31’s stellar halo over regions large enough to cover and bridge tidal features (Fig. 2).
Current facilities limit direct measurements of [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] to a few isolated sight-lines
[28, 29, 9]. with R∼ 3000- 6000 spectra covering optical to near-infrared wavelengths, but re-
quire significantly higher signal to noise ratios than velocity measurements. A contiguous, global
mapping of [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] in M31’s stellar halo, achievable with a high throughput, 10 m
class spectroscopic survey facility, will yield a statistical measure of the full luminosity distribu-
tion of disrupted satellites and their times of infall into M31. In substructures from recent merg-
ers, abundance gradients can be used to characterize the internal structure of the progenitor [e.g.,
10]. Applied to the inner regions of M31’s halo and disk, [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] abundances will also
constrain the fraction of halo stars formed in situ in M31’s potential [for example in M31’s proto-
disk; e.g., 32, 25]. Combined, these measurements will enable the first global, quantitative com-
parisons to detailed galaxy evolution simulations (Fig. 3).
Has M31’s disk survived a major merger? In ΛCDM galaxy formation models, the merging
of lower-mass subhalos with larger halos is ubiquitous, frequent, and a primary driver of galaxy
evolution. A challenge of this paradigm is understanding how galaxy disks survive [27].
M31’s largest tidal debris feature, the GSS, has been reproduced in detail by numerical sim-
ulations of a minor merger [with an ∼LMC mass system; e.g., 11]. However, large-volume hy-
drodynamical simulations now resolve large numbers of M31 analogues, providing a statistical
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Figure 3: Simulations of stellar halo formation in a cosmological framework make predictions for
the spatial distribution of observables such as stellar density and chemical abundances. These are
sensitive to the orbits, luminosity function, and time of accretion of infalling satellites, as well as
the fraction of halo stars formed within the host potential. With the spectroscopic facilities pro-
posed for the 2020s it will be possible to produce similar observational maps for the M31 system,
to a significant fraction of the virial radius. Figures depict a Bullock & Johnston [3] simulated
halo, built from accretion [image credit: Sanjib Sharma; 12].
sample of systems with and without a recent major merger event. Recent work based on these
simulations has argued that a wide range of observations in M31 (the GSS and assocated debris,
disturbed disk morphology, a disk-wide burst of star formation 2 – 4 Gyr ago, a disk population
with halo-like kinematics, and more) might be explained by a major merger occurring within the
last several Gyr [18, 8]. If true, this would provide an invaluable local case study of the effect of
major mergers on star formation, galaxy structure, and disk survival in L∗ galaxies.
Unfortunately, the parameter space for simulating major merger scenarios detailed enough to
be compared to actual M31 observations, and to confirm a massive GSS progenitor, is intractably
large. Significant progress in differentiating between a major or minor merger will only be made
by increasing the observational constraints. A 400-pointing HST program [PHAT; 5] established
the universal nature of the 2 – 4 Gyr SF burst in the northeast half of the disk [30] and identified
isolated targets for ground-based spectroscopy, which measured kinematical properties of the
disk and halo that could be signs of a recent major merger [6, 7]. A minimal investment with
WFIRST (∼ 2 pointings for an equivalent footprint in the southwest) will provide high resolu-
tion imaging over the remainder of M31’s star forming disk, providing contiguous SFH maps and
isolated spectroscopic targets throughout the side of the disk closest to a proposed remnant of the
major merger progenitor [M32; 8].
Existing spectroscopic facilities can efficiently survey the inner disk regions. However, the
sparser outer regions of M31’s disk and inner halo is where disturbances and debris that are likely
to be most useful in distinguishing between the minor or major merger scenario will reside. This
area is too large to contiguously survey with present facilities. A dedicated spectroscopic survey
facility would efficiently tile this region (Fig. 1), producing an unprecedented map of stellar kine-
matics and chemical abundances throughout the extended disk and inner halo of M31.
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Dwarf Galaxies and the edge of M31’s Halo
While the stellar halo of M31 illuminates M31’s past, M31’s surviving satellite galaxies are a
view into its future. They are interesting and unique in their own right: And II is a possible merger
remnant [19], M32 is a cE [8], M33 is expected to host satellites of its own [23], and either a ma-
jor merger or LMC-mass minor merger would likely have contributed satellites to the M31 halo,
which remain unidentified. Moreover, M31’s dwarf satellites provide a crucial comparison to
MW satellites. For example, the luminosity function of M31 satellites reveals a higher normal-
ization for M31, hinting at a higher halo mass [31]. The M31 satellite population also displays
cosmological conundrums like the MW’s, including the too big to fail and core-cusp “problems”
[26, 4] and the plane of co-rotating satellites [21]. M31 provides the first (and often only) cross-
check on the universal applicability of arguments centered around the MW satellite system.
However, current spectroscopy of these satellites is highly non-uniform, ranging from 1 to
over 20 hours invested per dwarf. Significant improvements in our understanding of the M31
satellite system will require homogeneous stellar spectroscopy of the M31 faint satellite popu-
lation, particularly in their outskirts where tidal effects are apparent. This will enable statistical
comparisons to simulations, the MW, and most importantly, external galaxies where studies now
only possible in the LG will be feasible in the 2020s. Fortunately, such a survey comes “for free”
as part of an M31 stellar halo survey like that outlined above. The only added requirement would
be a compact (∼ few arcmin) area of relatively high fiber density (∼ 10 stars per 100 arcsec2).
Moreover, a truly transformative expansion of our understanding of the M31 satellite system
and halo would be possible with a highly multiplexed spectroscopic survey extending to M31’s
virial radius (∼ 300 kpc). Such a survey would find M31 halo RGBs through raw numbers: expe-
rience with Keck/DEIMOS and extrapolation of the known halo profile [17] suggests that a sur-
vey spectrograph capable of ∼ 4000 spectra per deg2 would yield tens to hundreds of halo stars
at 300 kpc. As shown in Fig. 3, the outer halo often contains qualitatively different, less phase-
mixed features. Such a survey would result in the only ∼ L∗ halo beyond the MW with a census
of halo tracers (satellites, clusters, and stars) to the virial radius. It would provide the last neces-
sary element (with HST, JWST, and WFIRST proper motions) for complete 6D datasets through-
out M31’s halo in the 2020s, providing unique insights into M31’s dark matter halo profile.
Expanding Resolved Stellar Halo Studies Beyond the Local Group
The facilities and surveys of the 2020s will set the stage for detailed tests of the ΛCDM paradigm
in galaxies beyond the Local Group, covering for the first time a significant range of galactic
mass, morphology, and environment. Contiguous, resolved star imaging of the RGB in halos
of more distant galaxies will be obtained with the wide field of view and high spatial resolu-
tion of WFIRST (. 10 Mpc). Multi-object spectrographs on 30-m class telescopes will en-
able spectroscopic studies of small regions of these halos, targeting the brightest tidal features
(. 3.5 Mpc). JWST will provide oMSTO imaging, constraining ancient SFHs in galaxies to
∼ 3 Mpc (in . 100 hr), while a space-based 15 m (9 m) UV-optical-NIR telescope could extend
studies like PHAT to galaxies as far as ∼ 7 (4) Mpc and ancient SFH studies to ∼ 10 (5) Mpc.
In short, within the Local Volume we will obtain observations like those currently available for
the M31 system. The understanding of M31’s merger history produced by the surveys described
above will be the foundation on which we will interpret this new observational frontier.
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